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“Multiply the Message” 
Karnala, 20/7/17

An outbound trip was organized by RCOED in

collaboration with ‘Trailblazers’ dated 28th July

2017. The primary objective of this offsite project

was to sensitize student teachers on disadvantages

of plastic, an insight in the diverse kingdom of birds

and ecosystem balance. The workshop’s underlying

idea was to ‘Multiply the Message’ of

environmental awareness by propagating the same

to the larger community.

The teaching learning strategies learnt by the

students will definitely serve as a gift to them.

Mrs.Nahida.M & Dr. Asha.A.K accompanied the

student-teachers in this memorable trip.

Resource persons who

conducted the workshop

were Mr. Sachin, Mr.

Prathamesh and Dr.

M.O.Garg. It proved to be

a successful visit for the

future teachers of Rizvi

college of Education

Remembering the Freedom Struggle 

of India- “Online Intercollegiate Quiz

Competition”

RCOED,  12/8/17

To mark the 71st Independence Day of India, the

student-teachers and Staff of RCOED organised an

Intercollegiate Online Quiz Competition on 12th

August 2017. Prior invitations and registration forms

were sent to different colleges and the response was

tremendous. The highest scorer with the least

amount of time were declared as winners.

Three positions for the competition were taken by

L.P. Raval College of Education and BMM

Division of the Rizvi College of Arts, Science

and Commerce.
The winners were

felicitated by Dr. A. H.

Rizvi, honorable President

of Rizvi Education Society

and Adv. Mrs. Rubina A.H.

Rizvi, honorable Director

of Rizvi Education Society,

on the day of independence.

The three winners were presented a trophy and a

certificate. The students who participated were

given participation certificates as well. This event

was first of its kind amongst the Education

colleges and was greatly appreciated within the

teacher education community.

English Communication Skills 

Workshop
RCEOD, July to October 2017

Being able to communicate effectively is one of

the most important life skills. Communication is

simply the act of transferring information from

one place to another. It may be vocally (using

voice), written (using printed or digital media

such as books, magazines, websites or emails),

visually (using logos, maps, charts or graphs) or

non-verbally (using body language, gestures and

the tone and pitch of voice). Teachers

communicate with students, parents, colleagues

and administrators every day. Whether

communicated face-to-face, on the phone, in

print, electronically or through the public address

system, the message must be constructed

carefully and delivered clearly to be properly

received. Good handwriting, spelling and

grammar are very important in all forms of

written communication.
Under the guidance

of Dr. Asha A.K, our

in-house faculty, who

is an expert in this

domain, workshop

was conducted over a

period of 7 weeks.
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Talent Hunt
RCEOD, 14/10/17

In order to give the students a platform to

showcase their hidden capacities, a Talent-Hunt

competition was organised by RCOED for Student-

Teachers. The events were organised by the Student

Council Committee of the College. Council was

lead by the faculty, Mrs. Nahida.M, Mrs Rakhi.S

and Dr. Asha.A.K. Events of the competition were

Best out of Waste, Mehendi Competition, Thali

Decoration and Lantern making.

.Our Principal Madam, Dr.

Radhika Vakharia and Ms.

Rehana Ansari , our non-

teaching staff were the judges

for these competitions

Farewell of Librarian Mrs. Hemangi
RCEOD, 9/10/17

Our beloved librarian Ms. Hemangi Joglekar

bid us farewell on 11th October. Students-Teachers

of RCEOD had organised a small farewell of her to

mark and celebrate her journey at RCEOD. She had

been with RCOED since 2003.

She was considered to be

the most helpful and

encouraging person. She

made sure each one of

them found the right

material for their study.

RCEOD shall greatly miss her smile and warmth 

whenever we visit the library.  

Teacher’s Day Celebration
RCOED, 5/9/17 and 14/10/17

The management of Rizvi Education Society had

organised Teacher’s day function for all their

teachers. Various performances were organised by

the students of all Rizvi Education Society's colleges

and Rizvi Springfield High School. The theme for

the event was Retro.

Our Teacher, Mrs. Rakhi

recited her poem to grace

this occasion. It was greatly

appreciated by all present.

The teachers and other staff

were felicitated by the management of Rizvi

Education Society.
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On 14th October, students of RCOED had a

small event for all their teachers in the campus.

They felicitated all the teachers with a goodie

bag.
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Workshop on Stress Management 
RCOED, July to October 2017

Yoga is not only for physical fitness but it also

ensures mental and inner peace. RCOED organized

stress management through Yoga workshop for

student-teachers, conducted over the period of 8

weeks. Yoga is known to treat inner wounds likes

depression and tension. It not only gives us the

strength to deal with challenges, but also gives a

broader perspective of things around us.

Simple to complex asanas like Tadasana,

Trikonasana, Dhanurasana, Kapalbhati were taught

to us along with their right form and importance.

All the sessions were conducted within the RCOED

premises and our faculties in-charge ensured that

each student got their form and posture correct.

Student teachers were very thankful to their College

Management and teachers for organising the

workshop. At the end of these session, the experts

conducted a small test to ensure that student teachers

are able to do the asanas by themselves and a journal

was submitted by student-teachers to mark the

completion of this enriching workshop.

This asanas really help

the student-teachers to

manage their stress.

These sessions were

conducted by Dr.

Priyanka Pandey and

Mr. Gyanprakash

Arya.

Save the Rivers, a ‘Rally For Rivers’
RCOED, 3/8/17

The talk was related to the environmental causes

and effects on the rivers in India. The speakers

unfolded some facts about the condition of the

rivers in India. They discussed how due to the

pressures of population and development, our

perennial rivers are becoming seasonal. Many of the

smaller rivers have already vanished. Flood as well

as drought are becoming increasingly frequent.

To create awareness and initiate action on this

national issue, Sadhguru has conceived ‘Rally for

Rivers’, and we as aspiring teachers, promised to

contribute for this pressing problem to the best of

out ability.

‘First Aid’, a crucial Aid for Teachers

RCOED, 3/8/17

First Aid knowledge is valuable for both, an

individual and for larger community. It enables

one to assist persons who become injured in an

accident or emergency situation until help arrives.

First- Aid skills can be applied at home,

workplace or in public locations, therefore the

more First Aid certified people there are in a

community, the safer that community becomes. It

is more important for teachers, who educate and

watch over children to learn first aid. So that they

are able to provide assistance to children in case of

emergencies. Accidents can take place anywhere

and anytime, therefore, it’s necessary for each one

of us to know the basics of first aid.

This workshop was organized by One India One

People Club and was conducted by a very dynamic

resource person,Dr. Annapurna Agrawal.

Know Thyself, Unveil Your Inner  

Essence, DIDAC India
Mumbai, 21/9/2017

RCOED organised a workshop titled, ‘Know-

Thyself at the International Education Forum,

DIDAC India. This workshop was conducted by

our in-house faculty, Dr. Radhika Vakharia, Mrs.

Nahida Mandviwala, Mrs. Spoty Karthik and Mrs.

Pooja Manghirmalani Mishra at Bombay

Exhibition Center. The college also launched a

Manual on self- awareness and self-reflection with

ISBN No:978-81-935823-0-5 The manual was

entirely conceptualised and designed by the in-

house faculty. This manual was hugely appreciated

in this workshop. A lot of people requested for a

copy of the same.

Mrs. Mandviwala elaborated the importance

of self-reflection through her impactful talk and

activities. Thereafter, Mrs. Pooja presented insight

into diet and nutrition required by a person to remain

healthy and fit. The workshop was to help the

teachers or educators build their self-esteem and

unravel their potentials.

Among the audience were teachers and educators

from various institutes. The conference room was

packed with over 130 people. They all seemed

intrigued by the workshop as they enthusiastically

participated in the activities during the workshop.

#BreakTheStigma

A Mental Health Awareness Drive 
Bandra Station, 10/10/17

RCOED organized a drive towards Mental Health

Awareness at Bandra Station. This was to celebrate

‘International World Mental Health Day.’ The drive

started at 09:30am with the student teachers

displaying the placards which were prepared by them

reflecting theme i.e. Mental Health Awareness. The

placards built curiosity among the commuters to

enquire about the drive. They then approached the

student-teachers for the same.. The student teachers

then briefed them about the drive and led them

towards the second activity. The second activity was

that the commuters had to select an emoji from the six

emojis displayed by the student teacher to express

their mood.

A Great Escape – College Picnic
Vasai, 11/10/17

RCOED had organized class picnic for B.Ed.

student teachers and other staff members. We all

headed together in excitement to ‘The Great

Escape water park.’

The management was

excellent. As we put our foot

ahead our level of

excitement increased seeing

the wave pool, elephant

bucket, big and small slides

etc. Delicious meals were

provided at regular intervals

that really kept all the

student-teachers happy and

helped in mainlining great energy levels! We

dispersed of from the Great Escape with a bag full

of memories and lovely moments spend with each

other as down the memory lane brought smile at

everyone’s face.

During the Workshop, the prologue was

introduced by Dr. Vakharia, followed by Mrs.

Karthik who dealt with the idea of ‘self’ and gave

an intense understanding about it.

Once the emoji was selected the commuters

then had to stick that emoji on the flex banner

which was displayed at a wall. Most of the

commuters selected the happy and love mood. At

the end of this activity each commuter was given a

mental health awareness badge and if he/she

wanted further counseling then they were sent for

next activity. The last activity was carried on by

Dr.Priyanka Pandey. She is our faculty and our in-

house psychologist. People who approached her

their stress. The awareness program was a success.

were given a free

stress test and

counseling. This

was a really

helpful activity for

the commuters

because it lowered

Co-operative Learning Workshop
RCOED, 10/8/17

Co-operative Learning is a strategy in

which students in small groups work together to

achieve common goals. In co-operative learning

situations, the role of teachers changes from that of

the traditional information provider to that of a

facilitator. The college organized a one day

workshop on ‘Co-operative Learning’ led by Ms.

Spoty Karthik.
In this workshop, the

student-teachers were

trained in structuring

co-operative learning

situations in

classrooms by

practicing various

strategies of Co-

operative learning

like Jig –saw procedure, Think-pair-share, 3-

minute review, Three step interview etc.

All the articles and images in this news bulletin

are written, edited and clicked (in the case of

images) by the S.Y.B.Ed. students of RCOED. This

bulletin is designed and developed by 2016-18

batch of B.Ed.


